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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
The Cultural Facilities Corporation has commissioned this study to investigate existing 
and potential future community activity in the Lanyon Heritage Precinct, and to make 
recommendations to the Corporation Board, and through the Board to the ACT 
Government, on support for new activities. 
 
Lanyon is a major heritage place in the ACT and is entered on the ACT Heritage Register 
under the Heritage Act 2004.  Lanyon is arguably one of the major heritage places in the 
ACT which is owned by the ACT Government and which is also presented to the public.  
The Corporation is the ACT Government agency responsible for Lanyon. 
 
This feasibility study builds upon a first stage report which explored community and 
stakeholder views about existing and potential community activities at Lanyon. 
 
The feasibility study considers a range of possible activities arising from the first stage 
report in the context of the: 
 principles and policies of the Lanyon Conservation Management Plan; 
 anticipated level of community demand; 
 level of support already provided for similar activity elsewhere in the ACT;  and 
 the requirement for additional resources. 

 
The activities considered and summary comments about their feasibility are provided 
below. 
 
Conducting an Artist in Residence Program at Lanyon 
 
The option for an artist in residence program at Lanyon seems highly feasible, at least in 
terms of a simple, minimal program.  This should include craft activities.  Indigenous 
artists could be encouraged to participate in the program.  There seems to be a degree of 
demand in the arts community for such a program. 
 
This option is sympathetic to the Nolan association with Lanyon, and artforms chosen 
should in some way reflect or respond to Lanyon.  This option is also in-principle 
consistent with the conservation management plan. 
 
The Corporation may consider partnering with other organisations in undertaking such a 
program, such as arts/art training bodies. 
 
Artforms should not be chosen which involve specialist or largescale equipment or 
activities which will be difficult to provide or otherwise be unsympathetic to the Lanyon 
Heritage Precinct. 
 
Consideration should be given to using the former Nolan Gallery building for this 
program.  However, other spaces at Lanyon may also be considered, in particular 
depending on the significance of the space and the requirements of the artform.  The 
possibility of providing residential accommodation should also be considered. 
 
A further avenue that should be explored in terms of a residency is that of some form of 
‘scholar in residence’ – such as a person conducting historical research, art historical 
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research (eg. into 19th century decorative art forms represented in Lanyon homestead), or 
even archaeological research.  This could lead to valuable research of direct relevance to 
the better understanding, conservation and interpretation of Lanyon. 
 
A simple, minimal program seems worthwhile to build upon the recent successful trial 
program.  This would require only modest additional resources, and will be a good second 
step in developing a program.  If greater additional resources are available then the 
program could be enhanced in a variety of ways. 
 
Future Use of the Former Nolan Gallery Building 
 
This option involves a number of possible uses, as discussed below. 
 
An artist in residence studio and short term exhibition space option – this option is 
discussed in the preceding section but in summary it is a feasible option, especially as a 
minimal program requiring modest additional resources. 
 
A permanent Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery option – may be feasible but there does 
not appear to be demand for such a facility at Lanyon and a relatively high level of 
ongoing resourcing would be required.  It is suggested that it would be preferable, instead 
of a dedicated facility, to encourage Indigenous artists to seek involvement in any artist in 
residence scheme at Lanyon, as a more viable option. 
 
A visitor orientation centre and interpretation centre for the Lanyon Heritage Precinct – 
this is a feasible option and one that would specifically address a recommendation of the 
CMP.  However, it would require a relatively high level of funding to achieve and would 
presumably be a medium to longer-term objective. 
 
A small café or restaurant option – while a feasible option this would require a moderate 
to high level of funding to achieve.  Furthermore, given that there is already a cafe 
operating on site, in a much more attractive area with extensive views, this option may not 
appear preferable at this stage. 
 
A small conference centre/a meeting space for community groups options – may be a 
feasible option but there may also be competition from other existing facilities elsewhere 
in southern Canberra, and it would require (in terms of conference facilities) at least a 
moderate level of funding to achieve.  However, given the current usage by a men’s shed 
group, some level of community usage in terms of a meeting space or workshop area 
would appear to be a more viable option, at least until longer-term options such as a visitor 
orientation centre are pursued, and this could be achieved at relatively low cost. 
 
There are also other possible uses for the building which, while not directly related to 
community activities, could have a consequential beneficial effect for the community (eg. 
some or all of the Lanyon staff offices currently located in the Homestead could be 
relocated to the building, allowing additional areas of the Homestead to be opened up for 
historic interpretation). 
 
The above options are not necessarily mutually exclusive and it may be possible for 
several of these uses to be installed in the building (eg. visitor orientation and artist in 
residence studio, or visitor orientation and staff offices). 
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Use of the Shearing Shed Precinct for Young People’s Activities 
 
Some versions of this option appear feasible, especially for minimal and targetted 
activities (eg. bushdances in the woolshed, or camping in the vicinity of the precinct 
without actually using the existing buildings).  Another possibility is guided tours to the 
site, for example by minibus.  Other activities using the woolshed are not likely to be 
consistent with the draft CMP for the woolshed precinct, however there are more 
possibilities to use the Shearers’ Quarters Complex. 
 
There may be a moderate degree of competition from other ACT facilities if this option 
was developed at Lanyon, although there does seem to be a degree of un-met demand.  In 
the case of the ACT Scouts, there is substantial interest in activities at Lanyon. 
 
While some versions of this option will only require a low level of additional resources, 
other versions will require moderate to high level funding. 
 
In any community usage of the woolshed precinct, it would be critical to ensure that this is 
done in a highly controlled and supervised manner, given that this precinct is surrounded 
by lands leased by the rural lessee, and that elements of the heritage fabric are vulnerable. 
 
Community Gardening Activities at Lanyon 
 
A community garden at Lanyon is feasible in-principle, especially a garden which 
reinforces or is sympathetic to the heritage values of Lanyon, or is in a less sensitive 
location.  However, there is no apparent current demonstrated community demand for a 
community garden at Lanyon, and there are also a number of existing gardens in the 
Tuggeranong Valley or at Tharwa. 
 
There certainly appears to be interest in greater community involvement in gardening 
activities at Lanyon, as is demonstrated by a new program of volunteer gardeners there.  
This provides the potential for the provision of a range of programs that involve 
community members in the regular gardening activities at Lanyon, for example vegetable 
growing, including of heirloom vegetables. 
 
The government resources required to support a garden would at least be modest, but may 
be somewhat greater to achieve and maintain a garden best-suited to the Lanyon Heritage 
Precinct.  The provision of community gardening activities appears to be a lower cost 
option as it would use existing garden facilities. 
 
Managing Heritage Related Risks associated with Large Scale Events at Lanyon 
 
This issue arises in the context of some existing community activities rather than any of 
the new options considered in this feasibility study. 
 
This issue is a consequence of existing large-scale events, or possibly future increased 
numbers of such events.  There are heritage-related risks associated with such events, and 
they need to be managed. 
 
While there is no apparent problem with current arrangements, the Corporation may wish 
to generally consider if further measures and resources are required to deal with large-
scale events, especially if additional such events are to be undertaken. 
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It is also suggested that risk management planning for large scale events include 
identification of heritage-related risks, and that measures are introduced to minimise these 
risks where required. 
 
Improving Physical Access 
 
This issue arose through the community consultation process and relates to the ability for 
community activities to be undertaken by some people. 
 
Improving physical access would appear highly feasible.  It seems likely improved access 
could be achieved in a way which is consistent with the conservation of Lanyon, and there 
is a reasonable demand for improved access.  Achieving better access might require at 
least low to moderate additional resources.  In the first instance, it would be desirable to 
commission a study by an access consultant who is sensitive to heritage considerations of 
sites such as Lanyon. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Cultural Facilities Corporation has commissioned this study to investigate existing and 
potential future community activity in the Lanyon Heritage Precinct, and to make 
recommendations to the Corporation Board, and through the Board to the ACT 
Government, on support for new activities. 
 
Lanyon is of course a major heritage place in the ACT.  It is an extensive and layered 
landscape with remnant natural woodlands, Aboriginal heritage, and substantial 
landscapes, gardens, buildings and other features relating to pastoral use beginning in the 
1830s.  It has a range of heritage values.  Lanyon is entered on the ACT Heritage Register 
under the Heritage Act 2004. 
 
Lanyon is arguably one of the major heritage places in the ACT which is owned by the 
ACT Government and which is also presented to the public.  The Corporation is the ACT 
Government agency responsible for Lanyon, and in 2010 it completed a major 
conservation management plan for the place (Marshall and others 2010). 
 
This feasibility study builds upon a first stage report which explored community and 
stakeholder views about existing and potential community activities at Lanyon (3L 
Consulting 2012). 
 
The feasibility study considers a range of possible activities arising from the first stage 
report in the context of the: 
 principles and policies of the Lanyon Conservation Management Plan; 
 anticipated level of community demand; 
 level of support already provided for similar activity elsewhere in the ACT;  and 
 the requirement for additional resources. 

 
With regard to measuring community demand, this study is not intended to provide a 
detailed numerical analysis.  Rather, it gauges demand in a broad sense.  Similarly, the 
estimate of any additional resources is not intended as a detailed costing but as a very 
broad indication of the scale of resources required (eg. low, medium, high). 
 
This report has been prepared by heritage consultant Duncan Marshall B.Arch (Hons), BA, 
MICOMOS, with comments from Lyn Stephens of 3L Consulting. 
 
The consultant is grateful to following individuals and organisations for their kind 
assistance. 
 

Harriet Elvin Cultural Facilities Corporation 
Shane Breynard Cultural Facilities Corporation 
Susan Ebejer Cultural Facilities Corporation 
 
Jim Adamik artsACT 
Birrigai Outdoor School 
Geoff Sheehan ACT Scouts 
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2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS OF THE CONSULTATION ON 

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AT LANYON 
 
 
In early 2012 a consultation process was undertaken to explore views about community 
activities at Lanyon.  The consultation process and its outcome are detailed in a separate 
report Consultation on Community Activities at Lanyon (3L Consulting 2012).  A helpful 
summary from the introduction is as follows. 
 

‘The consultation generally attracted people who had an existing interest in Lanyon and they provided 
many constructive ideas for particular activities which would conserve and strengthen the heritage 
value of the precinct.  The tone of the consultation was generally positive, supportive and enthusiastic, 
but there is a perception that community interest in Lanyon has declined since the peak period when 
Lanyon was one of a smaller number of attractions in Canberra and represented a “day out in the 
country” for visitors.  At this time the Nolan paintings were located there and the arts precinct of 
Tharwa was also thriving, including at Cuppacumbalong.1 
 
At the same time the contribution of current staff and volunteers and the high quality of the events and 
programs run at Lanyon now were acknowledged and many people indicated they would simply like 
to see more of this at Lanyon.  The clearest messages were about conserving the heritage value of 
Lanyon and ensuring that activities at Lanyon were coherent with those values; deepening and 
strengthening the connection between Lanyon and the arts; connecting Lanyon more closely to other 
attractions in the South of the ACT; and embedding Lanyon into the cultural life of the Canberra 
region.  People were also fully aware that ideas suggested require resources of both time and money 
and that doing everything is not possible. 
 
In this context, they talked about strategic directions and principles to guide the future of Lanyon and 
these conversations may prove as valuable as the ideas about activities or events.  Consequently, some 
of the suggestions do not focus so much on particular activities, they are more about policy and 
planning and about building relationships and connections.  While such suggestions do not necessarily 
involve huge financial resources they do involve staff time and energy.  They are a long term 
investment and the nature of the yield is not always clear in the short term.  If the relationships and 
connections are nurtured to become strong and generative, other products, services and programs may 
emerge from them over time.  The consultation revealed that there appear to be some local 
organisations which are ready to explore working in partnership with Lanyon right now. 
 
Indigenous heritage at Lanyon was mentioned in the consultations but not extensively explored.  The 
RAOs were made aware of the project and CFC will provide an opportunity for them to comment or 
add to this report. 
 
Finally, there was interest in the future of the former Nolan Gallery building, and recognition that 
deciding the best and most practicable use of this building is important to determining the future 
direction of Lanyon.  This task will involve both specialist advice and a careful cost benefit analysis 
of the appropriate level of financial investment. 
 
Ideas suggested during the consultation have been loosely categorised into seven areas, noting that 
that there is some overlap between them: 

1. Preserving and strengthening heritage value 
2. Strengthening community connections with Lanyon 
3. Developing a southern focus 
4. Increasing the prominence of Lanyon in Canberra’s cultural life 
5. Exploring potential partnerships 
6. Making the best use of the former Nolan Gallery building 
7. Promoting Lanyon. 

 
At the end of the report some interim conclusions are drawn, there are some suggestions for the focus 
of the feasibility study and some possible next steps for CFC.  Suggestions for the feasibility study 

                                                 
1
 It is not clear if a decline in visitation numbers is backed by data, but it is a strongly held perception among those consulted. 
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and possible next steps for CFC are summarised here with more detail provided in Section 9. 
 
For the Feasibility study 
 
Investigate the feasibility and options for: 

1. conducting an Artist in Residence program at Lanyon 
2. the future use of the former Nolan Gallery building  
3. use of the shearing shed precinct for young people’s activities, such as camping  
4. suitable potential sites for a community garden at Lanyon  
5. managing heritage related risks associated with large scale events at Lanyon  
6. improving physical access, including access via the gravel paths. 

 
Investigate also, as appropriate, other matters identified in the consultation and process of conducting 
the feasibility study, including any suggestions made by the RAOs. 
 
A number of suggestions related to policy, promotion and management were drawn from the 
consultation.  Although strictly speaking these are not ideas for activities and events, they are integral 
to the community’s response to the consultation brief.  It is very difficult to consider activities and 
events intelligently without taking into account the broader picture.  These suggestions were provided 
here not as a critique but as a sign of the community’s interest in Lanyon and its desire to be 
supportive and helpful.  They are summarised here and more detail is provided in Section 9. 
 
As they are beyond the main scope of this project it is not intended that these suggestions be pursued 
further in the second stage of this project, but they are recorded here as they may be useful for the 
CFC to consider in future.’  (3l Consulting 2012, pp. 4-5) 

 
Accordingly, the six options noted above are the basis for this feasibility study. 
 

Figure 1.  A workshop conducted as part 
of the community consultation stage 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 
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3. FEASIBILITY OF OPTIONS 
 
 
This chapter examines the feasibility of the six options which were recommended in the 
first stage consultation report.  In each case the discussion is structured as follows: 
 description of the option; 
 consistency of the option with the principles and policies of the Lanyon Conservation 

Management Plan; 
 anticipated level of community demand; 
 level of support already provided for similar activity elsewhere in the ACT; 
 the requirement for additional resources;  and 
 summary comment about the feasibility of the option. 

 
 
3.1 CONDUCTING AN ARTIST IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM AT LANYON 
 
Description of the Option 
 
This option would involve the provision of accommodation at Lanyon for an artist to work, 
and perhaps live, at Lanyon to produce art, possibly to display the creative activity, and 
possibly to display the resulting artwork.  The residency would have a set period and a new 
artist would be accommodated after the expiry of each period.  It may be possible to 
provide a stipend as part of such a program, or on the other hand to charge a fee (as 
happens with the Bundanon Artist in Residence Program where artists pay a small fee to 
contribute to their accommodation costs). 
 
One of the perceived benefits of this option is its sympathy with the history and 
significance of the association between the important Australian artist, Sir Sidney Nolan, 
and Lanyon. 
 
In early 2012 a trial program was undertaken involving an artist working in the former 
Nolan Gallery building and the surrounding landscape (see Shepherdson 2012). 
 
There are many possible variations for such a program, as noted above.  The range of 
possible artforms would seem quite broad but could include: 
 visual arts such as painting or drawing; 
 writing arts such as poetry, prose or playwriting; 
 environmental arts such as nature based sculpture (as in the case of the trial program 

noted above); 
 some forms of sculpture, especially involving smaller scale works; 
 performance arts such as reasonably small scale dance or theatre;  and 
 music such as composition. 

 
Limitations on some artforms might arise where specialist or largescale equipment is 
required (eg. pottery and some forms of sculpture), or where specialist OH&S 
requirements exist, for example certain forms of printmaking, paint or plasterwork. 
 
Another issue is whether the artform should in some way reflect or respond to Lanyon, 
although this may be more an issue of the creative intent than the artform itself.  For 
example, it is conceivable that all of the artforms noted above could respond to Lanyon if 
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artists wished to, and this would seem to be a highly desirable element of any residency 
scheme at Lanyon.  In the case of the artist in residence trial, the consultation report noted, 
 

‘A brief dip into the artist’s draft report on the trial illustrates the wide ranging potential of the 
relationship between Lanyon and the arts.  She starts by saying she believes she was chosen to 
undertake the trial because her work, which ‘incorporates botanical and horticultural themes with 
distinct visual references to the geometry of mazes and labyrinths’ was seen as having ‘a close 
correspondence with the clipped geometry of Lanyon Homestead’s Victorian-era gardens’.  
Articulating the link in this way in itself opens a pathway to intriguing connections and demonstrates 
the potential of artists to enrich the cultural experience of Lanyon.’  (3L Consulting 2012, p. 9) 

 
The former Nolan Gallery building provides one possible work venue, but there may be 
other possible venues within the heritage precinct.  To some extent, this may be an issue of 
the requirements of the artform.  For example, a writer might be readily accommodated in 
many of the buildings at Lanyon, however some forms of sculpture might only be possible 
in a space like the former Nolan Gallery building. 
 
In terms of living accommodation, the presence of a number of cottages at Lanyon presents 
an opportunity to have an artist living in the precinct, as well as working there.  In some 
cases the living accommodation might also be suitable for working (eg. for a writer). 
 
A submission made during the consultation stage indicated, 
 

‘I would like to see the development of a strong visiting arts/craftsperson in residence program in 
place where part of their contractual agreement is to hold an exhibition of their art or demonstrations 
of their craft for the public during or at the end of an allotted time.  I think about three months at a 
time would work to keep cycling different people through and making spaces available for a wider 
variety. 
 
Careful consideration of candidates and a broad scope would be needed to ensure that suitable types 
of Arts/craftspeople from around Australia and the world were able to draw from and submerge 
themselves in the rural history of Lanyon. 
 
In return for this opportunity craftspeople in particular would be encouraged to assist with maintaining 
Lanyon’s buildings and infrastructure while demonstrating their skills to the public.’  (quoted in 3L 
Consulting 2012, p. 10) 

 
In relation to the potential for craftspeople to assist in maintaining Lanyon’s buildings and 
infrastructure, while this idea has merit, any such assistance would need to be carefully 
controlled, in view of the importance of maintaining the significance of the heritage fabric 
of the precinct. 
 
Reflecting on the benefits of the trial program, the artist noted, 
 

‘the residency at Lanyon ‘propelled me into an exhilarating mental and physical space in which I was 
open to possibilities.’  It was an ‘opportunity to experiment with material in which I may not have 
considered in my studio practice to date…  The artist in residence project has enabled me to develop 
my artistic and conceptual thinking and imbue a body of work with meaning in the context of Lanyon 
and its significant cultural heritage.’’  (3L Consulting 2012, p. 9) 

 
Another possible dimension is to include craft activities, including those related to rural 
industries (eg. blacksmithing) or to the heritage fabric of Lanyon (eg. stonemasonry).  The 
consultation report noted, 
 

‘Other ideas suggested played to the heritage and practical history of Lanyon and would bring people 
through the gates, such as bringing in a master stone mason to work on [buildings and] incorporating 
this work with volunteer support… or bringing in a working blacksmith to shoe horses at Lanyon as a 
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means of restoring interest in this fast dying art, or teaching preserving and bottling as heritage 
cooking skills.’  (3L Consulting 2012, p. 10) 

 
If such a program is adopted there are a range of decisions to be made and guidelines to be 
developed (eg. selection criteria and process, expected outcomes and duration).  A detailed 
toolkit has been developed by artsACT which provides guidance about a range of such 
issues (artsACT, Artists-in-Residence Toolkit). 
 
While the residency may be thought of as one option, in reality it is a wide range of options 
depending on the scope and other decisions taken. 
 
This range of options could include the opportunity for Indigenous artists to participate in a 
residency and this might particularly resonate with Lanyon’s Indigenous history. 
 
It may also be possible for an artist in residence program at Lanyon to be included within 
the broader programs of other organisations, or undertaken in some sort of partnership.  
For example, perhaps the ANU School of Art, the Tuggeranong Arts Centre, or artsACT 
might host such a program for Lanyon within broader existing or future programs.  The 
Corporation would still wish to select artists and to retain control and oversight of a 
program at Lanyon, but things like seeking artists might be undertaken in partnership with 
another organisation with limited input from the Corporation. 
 
It is worth noting that the ACT Government, through artsACT, has an artist in residence 
policy (artsACT, Arts Residencies ACT, ACT Artists-in-Residence Policy).  This is a broad 
policy covering a range of general issues. 
 
A further avenue that could be explored in terms of a residency is that of some form of 
‘scholar in residence’ – such as a person conducting historical research, art historical 
research (eg. into 19th century decorative art forms represented in Lanyon Homestead), or 
even archaeological research.  This could lead to valuable research of direct relevance to 
the better understanding, conservation and interpretation of Lanyon. 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
The option of an artist in residence program is, in principle, consistent with the guidance 
provided in the conservation management plan.  While not a recommended primary use, it 
is none the less consistent with the following extracts from the CMP. 
 

‘Activities and events that help to maintain and strengthen community connections to Lanyon will be 
fostered… 

 
Secondary uses are associated supporting services and facilities, they should not compromise the 
significance of Lanyon, and these may include… 
 commercial/community hires/usages (eg. a shop, related broadly to the significance of Lanyon, 

weddings, etc)… 
 gallery, in the former Nolan Gallery building.’  (extract from CMP Policy 52) 

 
In particular, artist use of the former Nolan Gallery building would seem especially 
consistent, and residential use of a cottage would also be highly consistent.  But other 
possibilities may also exist. 
 
However, there are a series of detailed decisions that need to be made about the scope of 
any program.  As such decisions are made, they should be assessed against the Lanyon 
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CMP. 
 
Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
The consultation as part of the first stage provides some indication of community demand.  
The consultation process found that for the arts community, this option was highly 
desirable, and stakeholders were enthusiastic about the possibility.  Some of the comments 
in the preceding section reflect such views.  For other stakeholders, this was not an option 
that came forward initially, however these stakeholders responded positively to the idea. 
 
In this way, the demand for the artist in residence program might be understood as being 
narrowly focused in the arts community rather than being a broadscale community feature.  
None the less, this narrow focus of demand seems warmly supported by the wider 
community. 
 
An important factor in realising such demand will be the extent to which an artist in 
residence program is supported, or the extent to which artists might themselves have to 
contribute.  For example, if a stipend was available this would probably attract greater 
demand than if a fee was charged. 
 
In discussions with artsACT, it was suggested the local level of demand might be 
somewhat limited, but if open to artists from around Australia or overseas then the demand 
would be much greater. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
The ACT Government through artsACT has established a pilot funding category for artists 
in residence (see www.arts.act.gov.au/policy_programs_initiatives/arts_residencies_act).  
It is ‘specifically designed to support organisations to host artist residencies in the ACT in 
2013.’  There are a range of requirements for funding under the program, and the 
Corporation would appear eligible to apply for funding.  The application period for the 
pilot funding closed on 8 June. 
 
In addition, the artsACT website provides details of a number of other artists in residence 
programs run in the ACT.  Details are as follows. 
 

Craft ACT: Craft and Design Centre 
Talking water is a series of residencies within Canberra's National Park and Nature Reserve drawing 
together the arts, heritage and the environment which promotes and showcases Canberra's distinct 
natural and cultural landscape.  The program is presented by Craft ACT in partnership with ACT 
Parks and Conservation, supported by ACTEW Corporation, and allows artists to live and work in 
either Gudgenby, located in the Namadgi National Park, or Nil Desperandum, in Tidbinbilla. 
 
Canberra Potters' Society:   Watson Arts Centre 
Watson Arts Centre, managed by the Canberra Potters' Society, is a focus for ceramics activity in 
North Canberra.  The Centre provides a facility for ceramics production, exhibition and materials 
retail.  The society’s objectives are to promote excellence and innovation in ceramics, foster an 
appreciation of handcrafted ceramics in the broader community and encourage the professional 
development of its members. 
 
The artist-in-residence program is open to Australian and international potters and ceramic artists and 
provides an opportunity for a short-term change of environment to develop new work, change 
direction or simply re-invigorate through engagement with a different community. 
 
Canberra Glassworks 
Canberra Glassworks is Australia’s only cultural centre that is wholly dedicated to contemporary glass 
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art.  The artist-in-residence program provides experienced as well as emerging artists with a place and 
time for research and development, creating a new body of work, developing a particular idea or 
continuing along a theme.  The Glassworks Chapel was built in 1948 and is used for short-stay artists' 
accommodation for visiting artists working at the Canberra Glassworks and for artist residencies. 
 
Strathnairn Arts Association 
Strathnairn Arts Association, set in a converted 1920s homestead on the north-western outskirts of 
Canberra, provides working spaces and facilities for a range of artists and crafts people and 
community groups. 
 
The Association, through the Artist-in-Residence Program, seeks to enhance the vitality of an artistic 
working environment and encourage greater involvement of members and the public through 
workshops, exhibitions, demonstrations and other activities.  
(www.arts.act.gov.au/policy_programs_initiatives/arts_residencies_act/arts_residencies_in_the_act_re
gion) 

 
There are also a number of other artist in residence programs related to: 
 ANU School of Art (soa.anu.edu.au/artist-residence-program); 
 ANU Pacific Studies Program (asiapacific.anu.edu.au/research/pacific-visiting-

fellowships/pacific-studies-artist-in-residence-program);  and 
 PhotoAccess (www.photoaccess.org.au/?q=taxonomy/term/17). 

 
Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
Undertaking any artist in residence program will require some resources to organise and 
manage.  The low-key trial program in 2012 was undertaken within existing Corporation 
resources.  The trial used the former Nolan Gallery building and required minimal effort. 
 
For this feasibility study, it is probably worth contemplating a simple, minimal artist in 
residence program as a base option, with the ability to enhance the program should further 
additional resources be available.  A simple program might again use the former Nolan 
Gallery building, or another suitable space at Lanyon. 
 
Therefore, a simple, minimal artist in residence program would require modest additional 
resources for administering the program including seeking and selecting artists, and 
managing their residency.  It would also require at least a small effort to integrate the 
residency with the main heritage-based programs run by the Corporation at Lanyon, in 
order to build on the value of having an artist in residence. 
 
Beyond a minimal program, additional resources could be used to enhance the program in 
a variety of ways.  These include: 
 improving the amenity provided by the former Nolan Gallery building, noting that 

the building will at least require maintenance over time; 
 modifying other spaces to enable artist use (eg. conservation and other work to bring 

a blacksmith shop into operation); 
 offsetting the cost of using a cottage for residential accommodation for an artist;  and 
 substantial efforts to integrate the residency with the main heritage-based programs 

run by the Corporation at Lanyon (eg. media programs, close integration with 
education activities, talks or viewings, hands-on opportunities, exhibitions, etc). 

 
With regard to the possibility of using the former Nolan Gallery building, the artist 
involved in the trial program suggested the following changes needed to be made to the 
building: 
 routine maintenance to the building to address deterioration; 
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 installing a protective floor covering over the parquetry for activities which make a 
mess; 

 installing bright ceiling lights, and/or windows in the wall facing the internal 
courtyard; 

 providing internal locks within the building, to allow different areas to be secured 
separately; 

 providing potable water at the building; 
 providing sump collectors for paint or chemicals; 
 providing chemical storage; 
 tidying the kitchen; 
 fixing the toilet and installing a shower;  and 
 installing a telephone and providing an internet connection (Shepherdson 2012). 

 
While some of these changes would require minimal resources, others are more 
substantial.  It should be noted that a number of maintenance works are required to the 
former Nolan Gallery building which should be undertaken as usage increases. 
 
The artsACT toolkit also provides guidance about resourcing issues (artsACT, Artists-in-
Residence Toolkit). 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
The option for an artist in residence program at Lanyon seems highly feasible, at least in 
terms of a simple, minimal program.  This should include craft activities.  Indigenous 
artists could be encouraged to participate in the program.  There seems to be a degree of 
demand in the arts community for such a program. 
 
This option is sympathetic to the Nolan association with Lanyon, and artforms chosen 
should in some way reflect or respond to Lanyon.  This option is also in-principle 
consistent with the conservation management plan. 
 
The Corporation may consider partnering with other organisations in undertaking such a 
program, such as arts/art training bodies. 
 

Figure 2.  Environmental artworks 
created as part of the trial artist in 
residence program at Lanyon in 2012 by 
Kerry Shepherdson 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 

 

 
Artforms should not be chosen which involve specialist or largescale equipment or 
activities which will be difficult to provide or otherwise be unsympathetic to the Lanyon 
Heritage Precinct. 
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Consideration should be given to using the former Nolan Gallery building for this 
program.  However, other spaces at Lanyon may also be considered, in particular 
depending on the significance of the space and the requirements of the artform.  The 
possibility of providing residential accommodation should also be considered. 
 
A further avenue that should be explored in terms of a residency is that of some form of 
‘scholar in residence’ – such as a person conducting historical research, art historical 
research (eg. into 19th century decorative art forms represented in Lanyon homestead), or 
even archaeological research.  This could lead to valuable research of direct relevance to 
the better understanding, conservation and interpretation of Lanyon. 
 
A simple, minimal program seems worthwhile to build upon the recent successful trial 
program.  This would require only modest additional resources, and will be a good second 
step in developing a program.  If greater additional resources are available then the 
program could be enhanced in a variety of ways. 
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3.2 FUTURE USE OF THE FORMER NOLAN GALLERY BUILDING 
 
Description of the Option 
 
This option involves providing one or several possible uses for the building.  A range of 
uses related to community activities were identified during the community consultation, 
and includes: 
 as an artist in residence studio and short term exhibition space; 
 as a permanent Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery; 
 as a visitor orientation centre and interpretation centre for the Lanyon Heritage 

Precinct; 
 as a small café or restaurant; 
 as a small conference centre;  and 
 as a meeting space for community groups. 

 
Some of these uses have a stronger ‘community’ dimension than others.  In addition, it 
should be noted there are also other possible uses for the building which, while not directly 
related to community activities, could have a consequential beneficial effect for the 
community (eg. some or all of the Lanyon staff offices currently located in the Homestead 
could be relocated to the building, allowing additional areas of the Homestead to be 
opened up for historic interpretation). 
 
As suggested, these options are not necessarily mutually exclusive and it may be possible 
for several of these uses to be installed in the building (eg. visitor orientation and café, or 
visitor orientation and staff offices). 
 
The former Nolan Gallery building is currently used by a men’s group as a meeting place, 
and this is organised through Communities@Work.  In addition, the building was also used 
as the location of the recent artist in residence trial. 
 
In the case of a number of these uses, changes would have to be made to the building (eg. 
the café option), and probably in all cases changes would be desirable to the building to 
make it more suitable for the proposed use.  However, it may be possible for some uses to 
be accommodated without changes or upgrading, such as has been possible with the 
current use by the men’s group and for the recent artist in residence. 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
The future of the former Nolan Gallery building is mentioned in a specific strategy in the 
CMP. 
 

35.1 The long-term objective for the former Nolan Gallery building should be decided by a careful 
study of the visual impact of the building as the surrounding pine plantation is removed 
consistent with Strategy 31.14.  If the building is to remain, the long-term objective should be 
to minimise any visual impact of the building on the surrounding landscape. 

 
If the Corporation proceeds with the option to extend the building to house a visitor orientation 
centre, then a visual impact study should be undertaken of both the existing and extended 
buildings, taking account of the various future stages for the pine plantation. 
 
In the short to medium term, the building may be considered for retention if it meets a 
substantial need consistent with Policy 52 regarding uses of Lanyon.  (Marshall and others 
2012, p. 217) 
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Policy 52 is reproduced at Appendix A. 
 
An assessment of the consistency of the artist in residence use with the CMP is discussed 
in the preceding section.  It is concluded that artist use of the former Nolan Gallery 
building would seem especially consistent.  However, as noted, there are a series of 
detailed decisions that need to be made about the scope of any program.  As such decisions 
are made, they should be assessed against the Lanyon CMP. 
 
In a similar way, the suggested Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery would also be 
consistent.  Gallery use of the building is specifically mentioned as a possible secondary 
use of Lanyon under CMP Policy 52. 
 
The CMP recommends that a visitor orientation centre be provided at Lanyon as an 
important aid to interpretation of the site.  This suggests that an option including a visitor 
centre would be particularly attractive in terms of consistency with the CMP. 
 
The CMP considers the possibility of the use of the building for a visitor orientation centre, 
although as noted above, the proposal at the time involved an extension.  The CMP 
recommends a visual impact assessment if an extension is to be considered.  (See CMP 
Policies 52 and 57) 
 
Café/restaurant use already exists on site and is a recognised secondary use under the CMP 
(Policy 52).  However, Strategy 52.4 proposes shifting the café from the Homestead 
complex to a new visitor orientation centre as a more compatible location.  This could be 
the former Nolan Gallery building.  Even if the building did not become the visitor 
orientation centre, café use of the building would still seem compatible. 
 
Small conference/meeting use, including for community groups, already takes place at 
Lanyon, in the Education Centre, and the CMP refers to commercial/community hires/ 
usages as being compatible secondary uses. 
 
Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
The community demand for an artist in residence studio and short term exhibition space is 
discussed in the preceding section. 
 
The demand for a permanent Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery was not a proposal 
raised by stakeholders representing such artists, and no demand is apparent from the first 
stage consultation.  There may, however, be interest in Indigenous artists participating in 
an artist in residence program at Lanyon, as discussed above. 
 
The visitor orientation centre and small café or restaurant are not options that lend 
themselves to a new analysis of community demand.  These are existing functions which 
can be found at Lanyon in another form and location, and the existing substantial demand 
on these functions is a demonstration of needs which are currently being met, at least to 
some extent.  These options would relocate the functions, and present them in a different 
form and context.  If new or improved functions were available to replace the existing, it is 
anticipated that the current demand would continue, or may even increase in response to 
improvements.  However, in terms of the cafe option it is noted that the former Nolan 
Gallery building has a restricted outlook and it does not have the attractive, expansive 
views which are provided at the current cafe site. 
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The small conference centre and meeting space for community groups options either 
already exist or are possible elsewhere at Lanyon.  However, current demand is low, and 
this may reflect the low level of awareness that the facilities exist.  None the less, current 
meeting facilities are used to a moderate/high level by the Corporation itself, especially 
during certain school terms for education programs.  Other conference/meeting spaces in 
the southern part of Canberra include: 
 AMF Bowling Centre, Tuggeranong; 
 Canberra Southern Cross Club, Tuggeranong; 
 Country Comfort Hotel, Greenway;  and 
 Tuggeranong Homestead. 

 
The facilities at Tuggeranong Homestead might especially be seen to compete with what 
may be offered at Lanyon, given the similar rural environment and attraction. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
Again, the issue of support for artist in residence programs elsewhere in the ACT is 
addressed in the section above. 
 
The ACT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Centre at Yarramundi Reach has 
ongoing displays of Indigenous artwork.  In addition, there are also commercial outlets for 
Indigenous artworks in the ACT. 
 
The visitor orientation centre and small café or restaurant options are not relevant to 
consider under this issue.  They are specific functions integral to the continued successful 
operations of Lanyon. 
 
With regard to the small conference centre and meeting space for community groups 
options, as noted above there are a number of existing commercially operated conference 
centres/meeting venues in the southern part of Canberra.  These are not supported by 
government, but would provide competition for any such facilities offered at Lanyon.  The 
facilities at Tuggeranong Homestead would appear to offer a very similar and attractive 
rural environment. 
 
Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
The additional resources required for an artist in residence studio and short term exhibition 
space is discussed in the preceding section.  In the case of the Indigenous artists’ studio 
and gallery, these requirements are likely to be greater than the artist in residence option, at 
least because for a gallery to be viable this will require staff and marketing. 
 
The visitor orientation centre option located in the building has previously been considered 
(see APP Corporation 2004).  While this earlier study considered a range of options to 
address a variety of needs, one option (Option 5) included the conversion of the building to 
a visitor orientation centre.  The costs associated with this conversion were estimated at the 
time to be about $1.2 million.  The earlier study included information about building 
services in need of upgrading. 
 
The small café or restaurant options would probably require a moderate to high level of 
resources because of the upgrading work required including repairs and maintenance to the 
base building, the provision of kitchen and toilet facilities, and possibly other fitout work. 
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In a similar way, the options involving a small conference centre or meeting space for 
community groups would also involve at least moderate expense involving many of the 
same works as for a café. 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
An artist in residence studio and short term exhibition space option – this option is 
discussed in the preceding section but in summary it is a feasible option, especially as a 
minimal program requiring modest additional resources. 
 
A permanent Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery option – may be feasible but there does 
not appear to be demand for such a facility at Lanyon and a relatively high level of 
ongoing resourcing would be required.  It is suggested that it would be preferable, instead 
of a dedicated facility, to encourage Indigenous artists to seek involvement in any artist in 
residence scheme at Lanyon, as a more viable option. 
 
A visitor orientation centre and interpretation centre for the Lanyon Heritage Precinct – 
this is a feasible option and one that would specifically address a recommendation of the 
CMP.  However, it would require a relatively high level of funding to achieve and would 
presumably be a medium to longer-term objective. 
 
A small café or restaurant option – while a feasible option this would require a moderate 
to high level of funding to achieve.  Furthermore, given that there is already a cafe 
operating on site, in a much more attractive area with extensive views, this option may not 
appear preferable at this stage. 
 
A small conference centre/a meeting space for community groups options – may be a 
feasible option but there may also be competition from other existing facilities elsewhere 
in southern Canberra, and it would require (in terms of conference facilities) at least a 
moderate level of funding to achieve.  However, given the current usage by a men’s shed 
group, some level of community usage in terms of a meeting space or workshop area 
would appear to be a more viable option, at least until longer-term options such as a visitor 
orientation centre are pursued, and this could be achieved at relatively low cost. 
 

Figure 3.  Former Nolan Gallery 
Building 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 

 

 
There are also other possible uses for the building which, while not directly related to 
community activities, could have a consequential beneficial effect for the community (eg. 
some or all of the Lanyon staff offices currently located in the Homestead could be 
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relocated to the building, allowing additional areas of the Homestead to be opened up for 
historic interpretation). 
 
The above options are not necessarily mutually exclusive and it may be possible for 
several of these uses to be installed in the building (eg. visitor orientation and artist in 
residence studio, or visitor orientation and staff offices). 
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3.3 USE OF THE SHEARING SHED PRECINCT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE’S 

ACTIVITIES 
 
Description of the Option 
 
The Shearing Shed or Woolshed Precinct is some distance from the Homestead and it 
includes the woolshed itself as well as the former quarters for experts and shearers.  This 
option would involve some form of use of the precinct by young people, such as Scouts, 
school groups or others, for activities such as camping or field classes.  Bush dances in the 
woolshed are another possibility. 
 
In the case of the ACT Scouts, there is interest in day and overnight use, in activities based 
at the Woolshed Precinct, and in access to the adjacent river and river corridor. 
 
Groups might actively use the buildings, such as staying in them or conducting activities in 
them, or they may use the grounds instead. 
 
Depending on the nature of the activities and the level of facilities to be provided, some 
physical changes may be necessary or are at least desirable.  For example, toilet and 
bathroom facilities in this precinct are minimal, and almost any new use would require 
some upgrading or new facilities.  In addition, the current state of the buildings in the 
precinct is such that substantial maintenance work would probably be required. 
 
Another, lower impact option, is guided tours to the site, for example by minibus driven by 
a member of the Lanyon staff. 
 
If this type of usage is implemented, it would be critical to ensure that it is done in a highly 
controlled and supervised manner, given that this area is surrounded by lands leased by the 
rural lessee. 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
In a general sense this option is consistent with the CMP.  To the extent that the activities 
involve education related to Lanyon then this is consistent with the primary use of Lanyon 
(CMP Policy 52).  Otherwise, such community uses are permitted as secondary uses. 
 
In addition, a separate draft conservation management plan for the Woolshed Complex has 
been prepared which provides complementary guidance about its future use (Marshall & 
Pearson 2011).  Based on this draft CMP, the optimal primary use of the woolshed is for 
sheep shearing, and the yards for other sheep work, possibly including demonstration 
activities.  Use of the woolshed for young people’s activities is not entirely consistent with 
this conservation objective, unless the activity relates to shearing or sheep work.  The use 
of the shed for bush dances could be a compatible secondary use. 
 
The use of the Shearers’ Quarters Complex for activities consistent with the draft CMP has 
greater possibilities, such as residential accommodation (short or long stay), office use, 
training use, interpretation and presentation, possibly sympathetic function use, or a mix of 
these.  Many of these could relate to activities involving young people. 
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Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
There was considerable interest shown during the community consultation by individuals 
associated with the ACT Scouts to use Lanyon in a variety of ways, such as those included 
with this option.  This interest was reinforced in subsequent discussions with ACT Scouts.  
Apparently there are only a limited number of venues for such activities in the 
Tuggeranong Valley area, and the ACT Scouts are very interested in possible new venues 
for activities. 
 
School groups or possibly other groups may also be interested in this option, and in the 
case of schools the somewhat similar use of the Birrigai Outdoor School (Tidbinbilla) is an 
indicator of demand.  There is a very high level of demand on the facilities at Birrigai.  The 
use of the Outward Bound National Base Facilities (Tharwa) would be another indicator, 
although this has not been explored. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
As noted above, the Birrigai Outdoor School is one example of a broadly similar facility 
for such activities.  Birrigai is a residential and day program school facility, located near 
Tidbinbilla.  Birrigai offers on site accommodation and catering, and programs are 
delivered by ACT Education & Training Directorate teachers.  (www.tidbinbilla.com.au/ 
birrigai/aboutus/) 
 
The ACT Scouts have Camp Cottermouth, being its camping and accommodation centre 
which is designed for group accommodation and camping, and has a mixture of built and 
campsite facilities.  The main built accommodation is the Shakespeare Centre, an 
accommodation and conference facility, with 8 cabins ranging from 8 to 10 beds.  All 
cabins have bathrooms, 3 have kitchens, and 2 are designed to accommodate people with 
impaired mobility.  This centre also contains a conference hall with attached kitchen.  This 
accommodation is available on a fully catered or self-catering basis.��  
(www.act.scouts.asn. au/ACTScouts/sites/CampCottermouth/ComWeb.asp? page=29086) 
 
The ACT Scouts also have the Kangaroo Flat campground which is designed for group 
camping and has a large number of sites over an extensive area.  Facilities include an 
ablutions block, shade shelters, stage, cookout and classrooms. 
 
Outward Bound is another organisation providing broadly similar facilities in the ACT.  It 
has its national base facilities at Tharwa comprising established campsites and amenities 
for part of its programs.  Outward Bound is an independent, not for profit educational 
organisation which delivers personal development courses and experiential outdoor 
education for children.  The current facilities are planned to undergo a major refurbishment 
program.  (www.outwardbound.org.au) 
 
It may be possible for Tuggeranong Homestead to also offer facilities for some activities 
relevant to this option.  However, it does not currently appear to actively promote such 
uses. 
 
Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
As with other options, there are a range of possible ways to implement this option.  Some 
resources would be needed to manage this option on the part of the Corporation, although 
this might be reasonably modest.  The other cost would be for physical changes to the 
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Woolshed Precinct to facilitate activities. 
 
Minimal activities include bushdances in the woolshed, or camping in the vicinity of the 
precinct without actually using the existing buildings.  However, even these activities 
would require improvements to facilities such as toilets, which might be permanent or 
temporary in character. 
 
Some changes may also be required to secure or make the existing buildings safe – both in 
terms of people hurting themselves accidentally or damaging the buildings. 
 
Beyond these minimal activities, more ambitious use of the precinct would require more 
changes and works, and involve greater cost.  For example, it might be proposed to re-use 
the Shearers’ Quarters Complex for short-term residential use associated with a program of 
heritage/environmental/outdoor activities for young people.  The associated work to the 
buildings might be substantial, and the funding required of a moderate to high level. 
 
The lower impact option of guided tours to the site could, for example, involve the need to 
purchase a minibus or four wheel drive vehicle, and to provide appropriate training to staff 
members. 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
Some versions of this option appear feasible, especially for minimal and targetted activities 
(eg. bushdances in the woolshed, or camping in the vicinity of the precinct without actually 
using the existing buildings).  Another possibility is guided tours to the site, for example 
by minibus.  Other activities using the woolshed are not likely to be consistent with the 
draft CMP for the woolshed precinct, however there are more possibilities to use the 
Shearers’ Quarters Complex. 
 
There may be a moderate degree of competition from other ACT facilities if this option 
was developed at Lanyon, although there does seem to be a degree of un-met demand.  In 
the case of the ACT Scouts, there is substantial interest in activities at Lanyon. 
 
While some versions of this option will only require a low level of additional resources, 
other versions will require moderate to high level funding. 
 

Figure 3.  Shearers’ Quarters Complex 
from the Northeast 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 

 

 
In any community usage of the woolshed precinct, it would be critical to ensure that this is 
done in a highly controlled and supervised manner, given that this precinct is surrounded 
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by lands leased by the rural lessee, and that elements of the heritage fabric are vulnerable. 
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3.4 COMMUNITY GARDENING ACTIVITIES AT LANYON 
 
Description of the Option 
 
This option would see the establishment of a community garden within the Lanyon 
Heritage Precinct or the provision of community gardening activities within the precinct. 
 
Community gardens are usually comprised of a number of garden plots worked by 
different individuals in a single location.  The gardens can vary in character and purpose – 
they can produce food and/or flowers, can be organic or not, or vary in other ways.  The 
gardens can be owned or managed in variety of ways, including by government or 
community organisations. 
 
The location for a garden or gardens has not been studied in detail, but one suggestion has 
been to create a garden in the Picking Garden area at Lanyon, west of the Homestead 
adjacent to the river.  There are no doubt other possible locations, in particular locations 
which are less sensitive from a heritage point of view. 
 
The option could, additionally or alternatively, provide a range of community gardening 
activities at Lanyon whereby members of the community become involved in the regular 
gardening activities at Lanyon (eg. tending to the vegetable gardens). 
 
Figure 4.  Plan view of Lanyon showing the location of the Picking Garden 
 

 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
The community garden idea was not raised during the preparation of the CMP and it is 
silent about such an option.  It is not one of the identified primary uses, and is not readily 
accommodated within the range of existing secondary uses. 
 
Depending on the form and character of the garden, it is possible it could be 
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accommodated as a reconstruction of a historical garden area, or an adaptive interpretation 
of such a garden.  The form and location could also be somewhat unsympathetic to the 
heritage values of Lanyon.  However, some locations may be less sensitive in terms of 
impacts on heritage values. 
 
While the Picking Garden area may appear a suitable location in some ways, the current 
form of this area as horse paddocks from the Field Era may pose a conflict.  The Field Era 
infrastructure is part of the heritage values of Lanyon, and changing these horse paddocks 
to gardens would alter the form and values of this area, or at least the appreciation of those 
values. 
 
Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
There is no current demonstrated community demand for a community garden at Lanyon.  
Such demand did not emerge through the community consultation.  As the consultation 
report noted, 
 

‘Informal contact with COGS [Canberra Organic Growers Society] indicated that setting up a 
community garden is a major undertaking that requires an established group with the energy, 
resources and leadership capacity to initiate and manage the project.  The suggestion for establishing a 
community garden at Lanyon came as a general suggestion rather than from an established group.  
However,  while the time may not be right now, if  such a group were to emerge with the commitment 
and resources to develop a community garden at Lanyon, the sentiment expressed during the 
consultation would support such an initiative.’  (3L Consulting 2012, p. 12) 

 
While there is no specific demand for a Lanyon community garden as such, there certainly 
appears to be interest in greater community involvement in gardening activities at Lanyon, 
as is demonstrated by a new program of volunteer gardeners there.  This provides the 
potential for the provision of a range of programs that involve community members in the 
regular gardening activities at Lanyon, for example vegetable growing, including of 
heirloom vegetables. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
The Canberra Organic Growers Society currently operates thirteen community gardens in 
the Canberra area at Mitchell (Northside Garden), O’Connor, Charnwood, Cook, Dickson, 
Holder, Curtin (Cotter Garden), Erindale, Kaleen, Kambah, Theodore, Oaks Estate and 
Queanbeyan.  Three of these gardens are in the Tuggeranong Valley.  (www.cogs.asn.au/ 
about/) 
 
These gardens are supported by the ACT Government and Queanbeyan City Council.  
Members of COGS may obtain a plot within the gardens to grow organic produce for home 
consumption.  Plot-holders are required to pay a levy which covers the cost of water and 
other running expenses. 
 
A cooperative community farm has also been established at Cuppacumbalong 
(www.cuppacumbalong.com.au/co-operative-community-farm.aspx). 
 
Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
The resources required from the ACT Government to support a community garden would 
appear to be modest.  However, working to achieve and maintain a community garden that 
best-suited the Lanyon Heritage Precinct may require a somewhat greater commitment 
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from the Corporation. 
 
In addition, based on the comment above from the Canberra Organic Growers Society, the 
community ‘energy, resources and leadership capacity to initiate and manage the project’ 
would appear substantial. 
 
The option of providing community gardening activities at Lanyon appears to be a lower-
cost alternative since it would either use or build on existing gardens rather than creating a 
new garden. 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
A community garden at Lanyon is feasible in-principle, especially a garden which 
reinforces or is sympathetic to the heritage values of Lanyon, or is in a less sensitive 
location.  However, there is no apparent current demonstrated community demand for a 
community garden at Lanyon, and there are also a number of existing gardens in the 
Tuggeranong Valley or at Tharwa. 
 
There certainly appears to be interest in greater community involvement in gardening 
activities at Lanyon, as is demonstrated by a new program of volunteer gardeners there.  
This provides the potential for the provision of a range of programs that involve 
community members in the regular gardening activities at Lanyon, for example vegetable 
growing, including of heirloom vegetables. 
 
The government resources required to support a garden would at least be modest, but may 
be somewhat greater to achieve and maintain a garden best-suited to the Lanyon Heritage 
Precinct.  The provision of community gardening activities appears to be a lower cost 
option as it would use existing garden facilities. 
 

Figure 5.  Picking Garden area – now 
horse paddocks 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 
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3.5 MANAGING HERITAGE RELATED RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE 

SCALE EVENTS AT LANYON 
 
Description of the Option 
 
This issue arises in the context of some existing community activities rather than any of the 
new options considered in this feasibility study.  The community consultation report noted, 
 

‘The Open Gardens Australia Plant Fair held in March 2012 was a highly successful example of an 
event combining gardening, food and markets, and the general opinion was that the event was 
enhanced considerably by setting it at Lanyon.  The plant fair was also apparently an excellent 
example of balancing the need to ensure that the fragile heritage of the site is protected while using it 
for the full enjoyment of the community. Some comments from one of the organisers from Open 
Gardens Australia illustrate Lanyon’s suitability for community events of this type both because of the 
facilities available, the quality of the current staff at Lanyon and the addition of that special ‘Lanyon’ 
atmosphere that many people emphasised in this consultation… 
 
 The space worked well and the gardens are large enough to accommodate the 4,145 people 

plus 100 volunteers who attended over both days.  
 The current staff worked with the organisers in a highly professional way to make sure the 

event went well and that the Lanyon heritage environment was protected… 
 
At the time of the consultation a full debrief of the occasion with both parties had not occurred.  In 
any debrief it would be important to ensure that any heritage risks associated with events of this scale 
are identified and strategies developed to manage them.  Based on the good experience in 2012, Open 
Gardens Australia have indicated that they would like to hold their 2013 Plant Fair at Lanyon.’  (3L 
Consulting 2012, p. 11) 

 
The risks are a consequence of large-scale community events. 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
The issue of such risks is not specifically addressed in the CMP as it was not identified as a 
particular issue in the preparation of the plan.  None the less, one related strategy is worth 
highlighting. 
 

‘The Corporation should consider developing a use zoning plan for Lanyon, including interiors where 
necessary/useful.’  (CMP Strategy 52.3) 

 
In part, this strategy was intended to help manage uses or activities, including the intensity 
of such activities. 
 
None the less, managing risks to Lanyon is entirely consistent with the intention of the 
CMP. 
 
Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
Not relevant. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
Not relevant. 
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Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
The number of large-scale events at Lanyon is currently reasonably low.  This level of 
usage appears appropriate, in view of the impact of large-scale events on a heritage site, 
and such usage is not expected to dramatically increase. 
 
Managing such risks does require resources – to plan before any event, to anticipate, to put 
in place preparedness measures, to be able to respond if a risk eventuates, to undertake 
remedial action if necessary, and to review the event for impacts and lessons.  Resourcing 
for these tasks can at least be at a moderate level, and to some extent they are already 
funded. 
 
The Corporation may wish to consider if further measures and resources are required to 
deal with large-scale events, especially if additional such events are to be undertaken. 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
This issue is a consequence of existing large-scale events, or possibly future increased 
numbers of such events.  There are heritage-related risks associated with such events, and 
they need to be managed. 
 
While there is no apparent problem with current arrangements, the Corporation may wish 
to generally consider if further measures and resources are required to deal with large-scale 
events, especially if additional such events are to be undertaken. 
 
It is also suggested that risk management planning for large scale events include 
identification of heritage-related risks, and that measures are introduced to minimise these 
risks where required. 
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3.6 IMPROVING PHYSICAL ACCESS 
 
Description of the Option 
 
This issue arose through the community consultation process and relates to the ability for 
community activities to be undertaken by some people with impaired mobility.  An extract 
from the consultation report is below. 
 

‘2.2  Improving physical access 
There is a perception that older people form a large part of the people who currently visit Lanyon – or 
would if they could. 
 
The gravel paths  
The issue of access via the gravel paths, which do not allow for easy movement of wheelchairs or 
walkers was raised.  The consultation was told that there are 26 Probus clubs in the Canberra district. 
Membership of these clubs is drawn from retired and semi-retired people. They have monthly 
meetings with interesting speakers and aim to provide opportunities for friendship and activities such 
as various types of outings including lunches and bus trips.  Apparently these groups are always 
looking for interesting outings and Lanyon would make an excellent destination for them except that 
some older members with limited mobility would find access difficult because of the gravel paths and 
the distance from the car park to the entrance.2 
 
Once this matter was raised, other people commented that the gravel paths are not only an issue for 
older people but for all people in wheelchairs and for some young families whose children are in 
strollers or prams. 
 
This issue was brought forward with strong awareness of the heritage significance of the gravel paths, 
and it is interesting to note in passing that the raked patterns of the gravel paths were the specific 
inspiration for some of the work created by the artist in residence.  It was not suggested that the gravel 
paths should be swept away and replaced with something else – rather, that this issue should be 
investigated and that a solution which is sympathetic to the heritage features of Lanyon should be 
developed if possible. 
 
Transport 
It was also mentioned that Lanyon is difficult to get to without a car, but others felt its remoteness was 
an essential part of its charm.’  (3L Consulting 2012, pp. 14-15) 

 
There might be a number of options to improve physical access to Lanyon via the gravel 
paths.  These include changing the paths themselves (eg. changing the gravel to a solid 
paving, stabilising the gravel, or reducing the depth of gravel), or providing access options 
which can cope with the paths (eg. broad tyred electric wheelchairs or scooters, or 
providing an electric cart to move people from the carpark to the Homestead). 
 
The exact resolution of this issue may require input from an access consultant. 
 
Consistency of the Option with the Principles and Policies of the Lanyon 
Conservation Management Plan 
 
Many of the options to address this issue are not inconsistent with the CMP.  It is probably 
only those options which might involve changing the nature of the gravel paths which 
would raise a conservation question – such as making the paths solid paving.  The CMP 
does not anticipate such a change, and is therefore silent about the possibility.  In any 
event, the gravel paths are part of the garden fabric and, in general terms, their 
conservation is recommended. 

                                                 
2 CFC advised that a number of Probus groups already visit Lanyon on a regular basis.  However it may be that more of these groups 
would come if access were better.  
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Anticipated Level of Community Demand 
 
The level of demand would appear to be low to moderate, although exact figures do not 
exist.  However, as noted, better access might encourage greater demand.  The grounds and 
the former Nolan Gallery building are reasonably good for access, while the Lanyon 
driveway and homestead building are more difficult and would also present more 
challenges for improved access in terms of achieving this while protecting their heritage 
significance. 
 
Level of support already provided for Similar Activity elsewhere in the ACT 
 
Not relevant. 
 
Requirement for Additional Resources 
 
While the exact nature of any changes or new facilities to improve access are not clear at 
this point, it is reasonable to assume that at least low to moderate additional resources 
would be required. 
 
Summary comment about the Feasibility of the Option 
 
Improving physical access would appear highly feasible.  It seems likely improved access 
could be achieved in a way which is consistent with the conservation of Lanyon, and there 
is a reasonable demand for improved access.  Achieving better access might require at least 
low to moderate additional resources.  In the first instance, it would be desirable to 
commission a study by an access consultant who is sensitive to heritage considerations of 
sites such as Lanyon. 
 

Figure 6.  Gravel path around the 
Homestead 
Source:  Duncan Marshall 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
The activities and summary comments about their feasibility are provided below. 
 
Conducting an Artist in Residence Program at Lanyon 
 
The option for an artist in residence program at Lanyon seems highly feasible, at least in 
terms of a simple, minimal program.  This should include craft activities.  Indigenous 
artists could be encouraged to participate in the program.  There seems to be a degree of 
demand in the arts community for such a program. 
 
This option is sympathetic to the Nolan association with Lanyon, and artforms chosen 
should in some way reflect or respond to Lanyon.  This option is also in-principle 
consistent with the conservation management plan. 
 
The Corporation may consider partnering with other organisations in undertaking such a 
program, such as arts/art training bodies. 
 
Artforms should not be chosen which involve specialist or largescale equipment or 
activities which will be difficult to provide or otherwise be unsympathetic to the Lanyon 
Heritage Precinct. 
 
Consideration should be given to using the former Nolan Gallery building for this 
program.  However, other spaces at Lanyon may also be considered, in particular 
depending on the significance of the space and the requirements of the artform.  The 
possibility of providing residential accommodation should also be considered. 
 
A further avenue that should be explored in terms of a residency is that of some form of 
‘scholar in residence’ – such as a person conducting historical research, art historical 
research (eg. into 19th century decorative art forms represented in Lanyon homestead), or 
even archaeological research.  This could lead to valuable research of direct relevance to 
the better understanding, conservation and interpretation of Lanyon. 
 
A simple, minimal program seems worthwhile to build upon the recent successful trial 
program.  This would require only modest additional resources, and will be a good second 
step in developing a program.  If greater additional resources are available then the 
program could be enhanced in a variety of ways. 
 
Future Use of the Former Nolan Gallery Building 
 
This option involves a number of possible uses, as discussed below. 
 
An artist in residence studio and short term exhibition space option – this option is 
discussed in the preceding section but in summary it is a feasible option, especially as a 
minimal program requiring modest additional resources. 
 
A permanent Indigenous artists’ studio and gallery option – may be feasible but there does 
not appear to be demand for such a facility at Lanyon and a relatively high level of 
ongoing resourcing would be required.  It is suggested that it would be preferable, instead 
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of a dedicated facility, to encourage Indigenous artists to seek involvement in any artist in 
residence scheme at Lanyon, as a more viable option. 
 
A visitor orientation centre and interpretation centre for the Lanyon Heritage Precinct – 
this is a feasible option and one that would specifically address a recommendation of the 
CMP.  However, it would require a relatively high level of funding to achieve and would 
presumably be a medium to longer-term objective. 
 
A small café or restaurant option – while a feasible option this would require a moderate 
to high level of funding to achieve.  Furthermore, given that there is already a cafe 
operating on site, in a much more attractive area with extensive views, this option may not 
appear preferable at this stage. 
 
A small conference centre/a meeting space for community groups options – may be a 
feasible option but there may also be competition from other existing facilities elsewhere 
in southern Canberra, and it would require (in terms of conference facilities) at least a 
moderate level of funding to achieve.  However, given the current usage by a men’s shed 
group, some level of community usage in terms of a meeting space or workshop area 
would appear to be a more viable option, at least until longer-term options such as a visitor 
orientation centre are pursued, and this could be achieved at relatively low cost. 
 
There are also other possible uses for the building which, while not directly related to 
community activities, could have a consequential beneficial effect for the community (eg. 
some or all of the Lanyon staff offices currently located in the Homestead could be 
relocated to the building, allowing additional areas of the Homestead to be opened up for 
historic interpretation). 
 
The above options are not necessarily mutually exclusive and it may be possible for 
several of these uses to be installed in the building (eg. visitor orientation and artist in 
residence studio, or visitor orientation and staff offices). 
 
Use of the Shearing Shed Precinct for Young People’s Activities 
 
Some versions of this option appear feasible, especially for minimal and targetted activities 
(eg. bushdances in the woolshed, or camping in the vicinity of the precinct without actually 
using the existing buildings).  Another possibility is guided tours to the site, for example 
by minibus.  Other activities using the woolshed are not likely to be consistent with the 
draft CMP for the woolshed precinct, however there are more possibilities to use the 
Shearers’ Quarters Complex. 
 
There may be a moderate degree of competition from other ACT facilities if this option 
was developed at Lanyon, although there does seem to be a degree of un-met demand.  In 
the case of the ACT Scouts, there is substantial interest in activities at Lanyon. 
 
While some versions of this option will only require a low level of additional resources, 
other versions will require moderate to high level funding. 
 
In any community usage of the woolshed precinct, it would be critical to ensure that this is 
done in a highly controlled and supervised manner, given that this precinct is surrounded 
by lands leased by the rural lessee, and that elements of the heritage fabric are vulnerable. 
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Community Gardening Activities at Lanyon 
 
A community garden at Lanyon is feasible in-principle, especially a garden which 
reinforces or is sympathetic to the heritage values of Lanyon, or is in a less sensitive 
location.  However, there is no apparent current demonstrated community demand for a 
community garden at Lanyon, and there are also a number of existing gardens in the 
Tuggeranong Valley or at Tharwa. 
 
There certainly appears to be interest in greater community involvement in gardening 
activities at Lanyon, as is demonstrated by a new program of volunteer gardeners there.  
This provides the potential for the provision of a range of programs that involve 
community members in the regular gardening activities at Lanyon, for example vegetable 
growing, including of heirloom vegetables. 
 
The government resources required to support a garden would at least be modest, but may 
be somewhat greater to achieve and maintain a garden best-suited to the Lanyon Heritage 
Precinct.  The provision of community gardening activities appears to be a lower cost 
option as it would use existing garden facilities. 
 
Managing Heritage Related Risks associated with Large Scale Events at Lanyon 
 
This issue arises in the context of some existing community activities rather than any of the 
new options considered in this feasibility study. 
 
This issue is a consequence of existing large-scale events, or possibly future increased 
numbers of such events.  There are heritage-related risks associated with such events, and 
they need to be managed. 
 
While there is no apparent problem with current arrangements, the Corporation may wish 
to generally consider if further measures and resources are required to deal with large-scale 
events, especially if additional such events are to be undertaken. 
 
It is also suggested that risk management planning for large scale events include 
identification of heritage-related risks, and that measures are introduced to minimise these 
risks where required. 
 
Improving Physical Access 
 
This issue arose through the community consultation process and relates to the ability for 
community activities to be undertaken by some people. 
 
Improving physical access would appear highly feasible.  It seems likely improved access 
could be achieved in a way which is consistent with the conservation of Lanyon, and there 
is a reasonable demand for improved access.  Achieving better access might require at least 
low to moderate additional resources.  In the first instance, it would be desirable to 
commission a study by an access consultant who is sensitive to heritage considerations of 
sites such as Lanyon. 
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APPENDIX A:  CONSERVATION POLICY EXTRACT FROM 

THE LANYON CMP 
 
 
The following text is an extract from the conservation policy in the Lanyon Conservation 
Management Plan relevant to community activities. 
 

 
 
Use of the Place 
 
Policy 52 Primary and secondary uses 

The primary use for the Corporation managed area will be for conservation, 
interpretation and presentation of its heritage values.  This includes: 
 house museum functions with associated tours and activities; 
 conservation management;  and 
 research, education and public programs. 

 
The Corporation should maximise access for this primary use, consistent with 
the conservation of Lanyon and the quality of the visitor experience. 
 
As part of the social value of Lanyon, easy access should be provided for quiet 
enjoyment of particular elements that are favourite places of leisure and 
reflection for visitors, such as the homestead verandah, the Bunya lawn, and 
vistas from the café. 
 
Activities and events that help to maintain and strengthen community 
connections to Lanyon will be fostered. 
 
Secondary uses are associated supporting services and facilities, they should 
not compromise the significance of Lanyon, and these may include: 
 technical/caretaking/gardening services; 
 passive recreation (eg. picnics, walking); 
 display, related broadly to the significance of Lanyon (although a display 

about Lanyon itself would be part of the primary use); 
 commercial/community hires/usages (eg. a shop, related broadly to the 

significance of Lanyon, weddings, etc); 
 catering/concessions;  and 
 gallery, in the former Nolan Gallery building. 

 
The primary use of the rural lease area should remain rural purposes, consistent 
with the conservation of heritage values.  Residential accommodation in the 
cottages is an acceptable secondary use.  Interpretation and presentation of 
heritage values should be promoted in the rural lease area, ideally integrated 
with the interpretation and presentation of the Corporation managed area. 
 
Commentary:  Note the comments made elsewhere about the former Nolan 
Gallery building (Strategy 35.1).   
 
Implementation strategies 
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52.1 Any guidelines on use and access should be consistent with this 

conservation management plan. 
 
52.2 The Corporation will maintain guidelines for functions/events. 
 
52.3 The Corporation should consider developing a use zoning plan for 

Lanyon, including interiors where necessary/useful. 
 
52.4 With the development of a visitor orientation centre (see Policies 57 and 

60), the café function should be shifted from the homestead complex to 
the centre. 

 
Commentary:  The current café location in the former Barracks/Store is 
not entirely compatible and impedes interpretation of the building. 

 
52.5 Areas allocated for management use should be limited and be less 

significant spaces/locations. 
 
Policy 53 New and continuing uses compatible with significance 

Any continuing use or new use proposed for Lanyon will be compatible with 
the significance of the place, and should ideally be complimentary to the 
primary uses. 

 
Policy 54 Access for associated communities and cultural groups 

Communities and cultural groups should be allowed reasonable access to 
Lanyon to maintain their special associations.  This may include special 
provisions for access, allocation of defined spaces for use, or exclusive use for 
a defined period. 

 
Policy 55 Cemetery 

Access to the cemetery should be allowed for descendants and friends of 
people buried at the cemetery, subject to any reasonable controls needed to 
traverse the rural lease area.  Access to the cemetery by all visitors should be a 
goal, negotiated as necessary with the rural leaseholder. 
 
The issue of possible new burials in the cemetery should be informed by 
further study and conservation investigations. 
 
Implementation strategies 
 
55.1 Options to allow improved access to the cemetery should be explored. 
 
55.2 Undertake further study and conservation investigations of the cemetery 

as part of research to consider the possibility of new burials. 
 
Policy 56 Control of leased areas/activities 

Any lease arrangements developed by the Corporation for components of 
Lanyon will protect the heritage significance of the place and allow for some 
degree of interpretation. 
 
Commentary:  While this policy is primarily focused on leases within the 
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Corporation managed area, the principles may also apply to the rural lease 
area. 
 
Implementation Strategies 

 
56.1 Lease arrangements will: 

 be compatible with the heritage significance of Lanyon; 
 stress the heritage significance of the place; 
 provide clear guidelines about appropriate uses and signage;  and 
 provide for a process of notification to and approval by the 

Corporation of any activities/functions (this may include approval 
of regular types of activities/events). 

 
56.2 The Corporation will review current lease arrangements to ensure 

compatibility with this conservation management plan, and implement 
any changes needed at the next opportunity (eg. the renewal or 
renegotiation of a lease). 

 
(Marshall and others 2010, pp. 220-222) 
 


